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1. Introduction

Energy is the lifeblood of modern society, powering everything
from our homes to our communication networks, transportation,
and industrial endeavors. These days, the ability of humans to
survive depends more on the availability of energy. Energy con-
sumption and carbon emissions are increasing, and it is expected
both will double by 2050 compared with their 2001 levels.[1] As
we are reliant on fossil fuels (nonrenewable), which have a finite

supply, society needs to consider alterna-
tive renewable energy sources. Out of the
various available renewable energy sources,
solar energy is one of the most abundant,
efficient, and ecofriendly resources, which
can meet the global energy demand.[2,3] In
photovoltaic technology, perovskite solar
cells (PSCs) have lately emerged as an inex-
pensive, solution-processable, versatile,
and reliable option with improved perfor-
mance compared with already existing
inorganic photovoltaic technologies. PSCs
have attained enormous research curiosity
due to organo-lead halide perovskite
materials having favorable optoelectronic
properties such as a high absorption coef-
ficient, high charge carrier mobilities, low
trap density, extended carrier recombina-
tion time, etc.[4–8] In 2009, a major break-
through was achieved in PSCs after the
introduction of organometal halide
perovskites as visible light sensitizers.[9]

Furthermore, the power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) of PSCs has been reported
to be enhanced by more than 25% within

one decade.[10,11] Besides PCE, the cost and lifetime of devices
are the other foremost requirements for technological commer-
cialization. Material engineering can deliver a promising strategy
to achieve stable photovoltaic devices. The mixed-halide perov-
skite photoactive layers were reported to be stable compared with
single-halide-based PSC devices in ambient conditions.[12] The
doping of bromide and cesium can improve the stability of
well-reported thin-film methylammonium lead iodide perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3) in humid air environment and the tuning of the
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Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have made game-changing progress in the last
decade and reached a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of up to 25%.
Furthermore, the development of material chemistry, structure design, active
layer composition, process engineering, etc. has contributed to improving PSCs’
stability. The significant PCE losses experienced by PSCs are related to spectral
mismatch between the incident solar spectra and absorption range of the active
layer, which thereby limits the PCE. Besides PSCs’ performance, the photoin-
duced degradation is also a major concern. Recently, lanthanide (rare-earth) and
nonlanthanide-based downconversion (DC) materials have been introduced to
resolve these spectral mismatch losses as well as reduce the photoinduced
degradation. The DC materials improve the photovoltaic performance by con-
verting ultraviolet (UV) light to visible, also providing UV shielding, and thus
contribute to increasing the efficiency as well as stability of PSCs. Moreover, the
Shockley–Queisser efficiency limit of the solar cell can be crossed with the help of
DC materials. In this review, the importance, processing, and the reported DC
materials for PSCs are thoroughly discussed. Furthermore, the development of
DC materials and their impact on PSCs’ performance and stability, along with
their future perspectives, are focused.
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tolerance factor has also shown improvement in the perovskite
structure.[13–15] Unfortunately, PSCs are lacking in long-term sta-
bility as organic–inorganic halide perovskite materials are sensi-
tive to moisture and oxygen, which causes instability due to
perovskite layer degradation.[16–20] Major environmental-deterio-
rating variables including humidity and oxygen can be fixed by
encapsulation. The light-induced degradation is still a challenge
for PSCs, and its different causes are being reported. However,
UV light is the most destructive reason for affecting stability. UV
light decomposes the perovskite layer as well as induces vacan-
cies and oxygen defects that deplete the PSCs’ performance.[21]

On the other hand, the photocatalytic properties of the electron
transport layer (ETL) result in charge carrier recombination at the
ETL/perovskite interface layer and are also responsible for poor
device performance.[22,23] Besides this, long-term irradiation of
UV light upon ETL (titanium dioxide (TiO2)) can produce oxygen
vacancies that create the deep trap state at the ETL surface and
contribute to recombination losses of photogenerated charge car-
riers.[24,25] Meanwhile, the photogenerated holes in the ETL
(TiO2) surface can react with iodine (I) ions and cause
CH3NH3PbI3 layer decomposition and degrade the performance
of PSC devices.[26,27] These issues have been addressed by vari-
ous researchers, and they proposed replacement of a well-tested
material like TiO2 as the ETL with other materials such as zinc
oxide (ZnO), tin oxide (SnO2), cadmium sulfide (CdS), chro-
mium oxide (Cr2O3), strontium titanate (SrTiO3), barium stan-
nate (BaSnO3), zinc tin oxide (Zn2SnO4), etc.[28–34] In
addition, three different significant techniques were proposed
for addressing the issue of PSCs’ instability under UV irradia-
tion, such as removing the mesoporous TiO2 layer, protecting
the mesoporous TiO2 layer from UV light, and TiO2 surface
states passivation.[35] The incident AM1.5 G spectrum has been
further utilized through the use of tandem PSCs and can achieve
high PCE.[36–38] In the tandem structure, the two different
bandgap perovskite absorber layers are fabricated and connected
through an interlayer.[39,40] This improves the utilization of the
visible-to-near-infrared (NIR) incident solar spectrum light.
Despite all these approaches, the PSCs’ stability under UV irra-
diation and utilization of high-energy incident solar spectrum
could not be resolved, which is undoubtedly an important reason
for the limited stability and efficiency of devices. The perovskite
material shows an enormous absorption coefficient in the UV-
blue region of the order of 105 cm�1, which is comparatively
higher than the visible region.[41,42] Unfortunately, the UV-blue
region does not contribute to improving the PSCs’ performance
and also causes degradation within the active layer (AL).[43] There
are many mechanisms proposed for losses in the lower region,
such as higher reflectance losses in the short-wavelength region
(due to the refractive index mismatch of air and the fluorine-
doped tin oxide [FTO] substrate).[44–46] With downconversion
(DC) materials, the spectral response improved at lower wave-
lengths, thereby suggesting good spectral matching.
Interestingly, the DC-based devices show better efficiency under
continuous illumination compared with control devices. The
degradation occurs due to different environmental factors such
as oxygen, water, light, and temperature, which are classified as
external factors. The internal factors affecting the lifetime of
PSCs are the structure and composition of the perovskite
light-absorbing layer, buffer layer traps and morphology,

perovskite/buffer layer and perovskite/electrode interface inter-
action, and the types of charge extraction materials along with the
device structure.[47–52] The use of inorganic charge extraction
layers was claimed to increase the stability (�1000 h).
However, this is not long enough to ensure long-term stabil-
ity.[53,54] The charge extraction layer and perovskite interface
charge-trapped states are also responsible for device degrada-
tion,[55] especially, the TiO2 electron extraction layer-based devi-
ces, which are degraded rapidly under light soaking and
therefore harm the long-term device stability.[56] Sun et al.[57]

illustrated that the oxygen-rich environment can affect the micro-
structure and electronic quality of the perovskite film that ulti-
mately hinders the long-term stability. They highlighted that
the oxygen-induced photodegradation was initiated from grain
boundaries and continued to extend into the interior of grains
and penetrated the whole film. Zhang et al.[58] further suggested
that this may be due to the grain boundary region which is rich in
defect density. Rahman et al.[21] explained that the DC-based
devices maintains the favorable perovskite film morphology
and helped to reduce the traps. Also, after being exposed to a
high-humidity environment (relative humidity (RH): 85–90%,
25 °C), there is an improvement in long-term stability. The perov-
skite film coated on the DC layer forms a smother layer in com-
parison with the TiO2 layer. Chen et al.[59] also reported the
improvement of the PSCs’ device stability in the dark environ-
ment after introducing the DC material on top of the TiO2 layer.
Moreover, the incorporation of DC material into the perovskite
facilitates sensitization, light scattering, enlarges grain size and
improve perovskite film crystallinity, therefore enhancing the
PSCs’ performance and stability.[60–62] Under UV exposure,
the long-term ambient stability is also enhanced by improving
the crystallinity of the perovskite film after doping with DCmate-
rial.[63] DC materials doping into perovskite also improves the
charge carrier lifetimes and leads to efficiency enhancement
of PSCs.[64–66] Besides this, DCmaterials doping also contributes
to preferable energy-level alignment and also diminishes trap-
state density in PSCs.[67–69] Moreover, DC materials doping aids
the development of perovskite grains with lesser defects.[70]

Currently, solar cells include spectrum conversion layers to facil-
itate the conversion of higher to lower photon energy and
vice versa, known as DC and upconversion (UC) processes,
respectively. The UC mechanism enables utilization of the inci-
dent NIR solar spectrum in the PSCs, which otherwise remains
unutilized. UC materials with unique energy-level structuring
have the potential to enhance the absorbance spectra of PSCs
up to NIR. UC materials can sequentially absorb two low-energy
photons (NIR) and emit a high-energy photon (visible). Thus,
they have been researched widely for PSCs to overcome nonab-
sorption loss, thereby improving their resultant efficiency.[71–73]

The maximum efficiency of solar cells is theoretically calculated
to be 30% for a 1.1 eV bandgap AL when taking radiative recom-
bination into consideration and is defined as the detailed balance
limit or Shockley–Queisser (SQ) limit of efficiency.[74] The short
absorption region of the solar cells causes lower PCE, and the
high-energy region triggers thermalization losses within the
AL. The convertor materials have been suggested to improve
the efficiency of the existing solar cells and may even assist in
exceeding the SQ limit.[75] The enhancement of solar cell effi-
ciency through the concept of photon-induced transitions at
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intermediate levels and carrier multiplication was discussed in
detail by Antonio Luque et al.[76] and Rolf Brendel et al.,[77]

respectively. The DC mechanism was additionally proposed
for incident solar spectral modification for solar cell development
at the material level.[78] In recent years, DC materials have been
investigated for solar cell devices to improve the utilization of
high-energy photons and aid in the minimization of thermaliza-
tion losses. In the DC process, one lanthanide ion (donor) trans-
mits excited energy to two additional lanthanide ions (acceptors)
in a sequential manner. Forster and Dexter[79,80] described the
theory relating to energy transfer rate and the model for
donor–acceptor interactions. The perovskite materials and their
application in solar cells using different device structures and
interlayers modification have been well reviewed.[81–87] In this
review, the main focus is given on the overview of DC materials
mechanism, their implementation methods in PSCs, PCE
improvement, and the impact of DC materials on device stability.
This article also contains the material composite details of lantha-
nide and nonlanthanide-based DC materials used for PSCs.
Furthermore, the review also highlights the current challenges
and future prospectives of DC materials for PSCs.

1.1. Lanthanide DC Materials

Lanthanides are a series of 15 chemical elements found within the
f-block of the periodic table. These elements have atomic numbers
(Z ) from 57 to 71 and also include scandium (Z¼ 21) and yttrium
(Z¼ 39). Lanthanides consist of elements that follow lanthanum
and involve the filling of 4f electronic subshell. Although lantha-
num, scandium, and yttrium do not fill the 4f subshell, their prop-
erties behave as lanthanides. Lanthanides are also popularly
known as rare-Earth (RE) elements and become important due
to their unique optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties.
Luminescence is the heart of lanthanides and thus is a promising
class of materials, for applications such as lighting, electronic dis-
plays, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), sensors, lasers, security inks,
etc.[88,89] Therefore, photoluminescence is an attractive property of
lanthanides and exhibits sharp emission peaks with high color
purity. Lanthanides however do not possess high photolumines-
cence intensity due to these materials having weak light absorp-
tion.[90] Luminescence intensity is directly proportional to
absorbed light, and weak absorption of the lanthanide influences
the output photoluminescence. The sensitization (antenna effect)
mechanism is a well-known phenomenon adopted for lanthanides
ions to overcome their weak absorption issue andmodify the lumi-
nescence properties accordingly. The emission colors mainly
depend on lanthanide ions as well as the surrounding environ-
ment. The luminescence is the result of the radiative and nonra-
diative transition of an electronically excited ion. The lanthanide
atoms have the same number of valence electrons in the outer-
most shell for all the species, whereas 4f orbitals are progressively
filled with increasing atomic number. The filling of 4f orbitals is
related to the chemical and physical properties of elements. These
4f orbitals are shielded from the electrons in the 4s and 5p shells.
This shielding helps for many useful properties of lanthanide ions
such as narrowband emission, luminescence, and excited-state
longer lifetime. EuIII, GdIII, and TbIII are among the popular
choices for synthesizing luminescent materials to generate

luminescence in the visible region with respect to the energy
gap requirement. On the other hand, Eu3þ upon UV excitation
emits two red photons called the DC effect.

1.2. Nonlanthanide DC Materials

The development of efficient DC materials for spectral conver-
sion in PV cells is of great significance for enhancing their
PCE, without altering their underlying architecture. As dis-
cussed, most of the DC materials are based on lanthanide and
RE-based luminescent materials. Most RE materials have similar
chemical properties and their process of separation, refinement,
and purification is highly tedious and expensive.[91] Despite this,
the overall consumption of lanthanides has increased substan-
tially over the past few years.[92] This, coupled with a highly
expensive and severely environmentally harmful mining/
refining process, has led the research focus to the development
of RE-free luminescent materials and in recent years several
research groups have developed efficient lanthanide-free lumines-
cent materials.[93] The RE-free DC materials can be developed
using four main strategies: 1) use of transition metals as lumines-
cent centers,[94] 2) generating defect-related luminescence,
3) utilizing self-luminescent materials such as tungstates and
vanadates, and 4) luminescent quantum dots (QDs).

1.2.1. Transition Metals as Luminescent Centers

Besides lanthanides, certain transition metal elements-based com-
plexes and coordination compounds show exceptional luminescent
behavior. Coordination compounds of V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and
Cu are popular as luminescent materials. Manganese and vana-
dium are among the two comparatively abundant d-metal elements
that exhibit luminescence at room temperature.

1.2.2. Defect-Related Luminescence

In recent years defect-related luminescent materials have attained
specific research interest in silica-based materials, metal oxides,
boron carbon oxynitride materials, phosphate-based compounds,
and carbon-based compounds. The defect-related luminescence
compounds are still a question of debate, but in most cases, it
is attributed to vacancies, impurities, radical impurities,
donor–acceptor pairs, etc.

1.2.3. Self-Activated Luminescent Materials

Another popular category is self-activated luminescent materials
which exhibit luminescence without any activator ions. Vanadate
materials are one of the most common materials in this category
as they show charge transfer mechanism due to the presence of
(VO4)

3� clusters. Furthermore, vanadate-based self-luminescent
compounds are low cost, require low calcination temperature,
and have a broad emission spectrum. Similarly, tungstate and
molybdate compounds also fall in the category of self-activated
luminescence materials and the luminescent behavior is mainly
attributed to charge transfer transition, defect recombination,
and exciton emission.
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1.2.4. Luminescent QDs

QDs of semiconducting nanocrystals are also another class of DC
materials that shows tunable luminescence properties and offer
certain advantages over traditional RE-based luminescence mate-
rials in terms of luminescence efficiency and color tunability.
Moreover, due to the nanosized dimensions of QDs, the appli-
cation domain is also large when compared with bulk lumines-
cent materials. QDs of InP, CdSe, carbon, graphene, ZnO, and
graphene phase (g-C3N4) are some of the commonly used mate-
rials in this category.

2. DC Materials and Their Properties for Solar
Cells

The DC materials can absorb the high-energy photon
(300–500 nm) and re-emit a longer-wavelength photon to which
the photovoltaic (PV) device is more sensitive. Various types of
DC materials have been investigated for this purpose like QDs,
oxides, luminescent glasses, lanthanides, and organic dyes.
Two major types of energy-conversion phenomena have been
defined, known as down-shifting and DC, and both exhibit differ-
ences in their quantum efficiency (QE). The theoretical QE of
downshifting shows less than unity, while DC has QE with
greater or equal to unity.[95] However, in practicality, this conven-
tion is not followed and the term DC is used for materials with a
less-than-unity QE.[96] In this review, the DC term has been used
for reported materials. The DC materials can be used to over-
come the poor blue response of solar cells. To maximize the effi-
ciency of PV devices, the DC materials absorb short-wavelength
light, typically in the 300–500 nm range, and re-emit it at a longer
wavelength. A DC layer is typically applied directly to the front
surface of a solar cell or doped into the charge transport layer
(CTL) or photoactive layer to improve the device performance.
Figure 1 shows the schematic design of a DS or DC layer placed
at the front side of the solar cell.

In PSCs, the absorption region covers the wavelength range
from �300 to 850 nm, whereas the peak absorption intensity
varies as per perovskite layer compositions.[97] For example, in
a CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer, the estimated absorption coeffi-
cient is 1.5� 104 and 0.5� 104 cm�1 at 550 and 700 nm, respec-
tively.[6] Moreover, the mixed-halide perovskite films have shown
different absorption properties and their absorption coefficients
are dependent on the halide composition.[12,98] For PSCs, the UV
regions are unutilized and are also considered to be harmful to
the devices. As a result, the first requirement for choosing a DC
layer for PSCs is that their absorption must be in the UV range
and should not overlap with the photoactive layer absorption.
Their emission zone, on the other hand, should cover the
photoactive layer’s absorption peak.

2.1. Spectral Region Available for DC Materials for Photovoltaic
Application

The spectral distribution (280–2500 nm, 0.5–4.4 eV) of sunlight
at air mass 1.5 Global (AM 1.5 G) includes photons with a wide
range of wavelengths ranging from UV to IR. The current gen-
eration of PV cells can only utilize a small fraction of the incident
solar photons with sufficient energy and is consistent with the
characteristic energy bandgap. Figure 2 shows the solar spectral
region available for DC materials.

This is attributed to the response each PV material has to a
narrow range of solar photons with energy equal to the usual
bandgap of the material. This bandgap varies from material to
material. When the high-energy photon(s) are absorbed, the
surplus energy (which is greater than the bandgap) is released
as heat. This process is referred to as thermalization loss.
In addition, photons with energy lower than the bandgap of
the PV cell are not absorbed and are lost via transmission
phenomena. In PSCs, the organic–inorganic materials used
for the fabrication of the photoactive layer possess maximum
absorption in the visible and NIR regions. The excess photon

Figure 1. Schematic design of a solar cell device with luminescent down-
shifting and DC layer directly placed onto the surface of the solar cell.

Figure 2. The AM 1.5 G spectrum where the portion (highlighted in green)
is typically absorbed by a perovskite-based PV cell and the blue region is
available for utilization by DC material spectral conversion.
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energy of UV light is released as heat or simply not absorbed.
However, the thermalization losses cannot simply be resolved
using a large-bandgap material. The large-bandgap materials will
help to reduce the thermalization losses, whereas, it will also
limit the number of photons that can be absorbed across the
spectrum. An attractive approach to reduce the thermalization
losses and nonabsorption losses is to use luminescent materials
as spectral converters.

3. DC Materials for PSCs

The three major known types of PSCs structures available, are
planar conventional, inverted, and conventional with mesopo-
rous structures, as shown in Figure 3.

The electron and hole transporting layers play a major role in
avoiding direct contact between the substrate and the perovskite
layer. The CTLs are primarily made up of inorganic semiconduc-
tor nanomaterials such as ZnO, TiO2, SnO2, etc. Moreover, the
organic buffer layers are also applied in PSCs. The DC materials
can either be introduced as dopants in the buffer (front electrode)
or the mesoporous layer or on top of it or on the front side of the
device, as shown in Figure 3. There are a variety of reports avail-
able in which researchers have introduced DC materials in PSCs
by different ways.

3.1. Lanthanides DC Materials

A variety of lanthanide-based DCmaterials have been introduced
in PSCs to achieve spectral conversion for improving their effi-
ciency and stability.

3.1.1. Europium (Eu)-Based DC Materials

YVO4:Eu
3þ: The Eu3þ-doped yttrium vanadate (YVO4) was

first reported as DC by Chander et al.[99] for PSCs application.
The YVO4:Eu

3þ nanophosphor was demonstrated as a DC mate-
rial and shows improvement in photovoltaic performance as well
as in the stability of PSCs. YVO4:Eu

3þ has excitation and photo-
emission in UV and visible regions, respectively. This has made
it a suitable material as a DC phosphor for PSCs. The photolu-
minescence spectra show a highly intensive peak at �625 nm for
11mol% of Eu material at 295 nm excitation. In addition, the
YVO4:Eu

3þ nanophosphor material has strong redlight emis-
sion, which is perfectly matched with the photoactive layer’s
absorption. After 2 h of measurement of DC-based devices,
the measured short-circuit current (Jsc) retains 96% of its initial
value as compared with 85% retention of the control devices.

YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ: The use of YVO4:Eu

3þ materials as spectral
converters was previously studied.[99] The doping of Bi3þ is
claimed to be an excellent sensitizer and is well known to
enhance the luminescent intensity for YVO4:Eu

3þ composites.
Also, Bi3þ broadens the excitation spectrum of the com-
pound.[100,101] YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ, layered material has been
reported in organic solar cells (OSCs) for UV protection and spec-
tral conversion.[101] The doping of YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ as a DC
material into the TiO2 mesoporous layer has been reported
for increasing the PSCs’ performance and stability by Jin
et al.[102] The doping of YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ in the TiO2 layer enhan-
ces the PCE of the device from 16.7 up to 17.9%, with better sta-
bility under UV irradiation. The c-TiO2 layer is coated on a
transparent FTO electrode followed by TiO2:YVO4:Eu

3þ,
Bi3þcomposite paste. CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite AL was then spin
coated, followed by a spin-coated spiro-OMeTAD layer and a ther-
mally evaporated Au electrode, as shown in Figure 4a. In an

Figure 3. Structure of PSCs: (A1-5) conventional (n–i–p), (B1-5) inverted (p–i–n) junction, and (C1-6) conventional mesoporous structure.
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absorption plot of pristine TiO2 and TiO2:YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ

(Figure 4b), the peak intensity rose within the 300–400 nm
region as the percentage of YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ increases. The mea-
sured higher absorbance toward the UV region revealed that
more UV light could be used for spectral conversion. As
expected, the excitation spectrum of YVO4:Eu

3þ broadens after
adding Bi3þ, which increases the overall UV region being con-
verted into visible. In addition, it showed excellent UV degrada-
tion resistance due to the high absorption coefficient in the UV
region and YVO4 transfers the absorbed energy to Eu3þ emitting
a red emission peak. The improved photovoltaic performance is
evidence of enhanced cell parameters after adding YVO4:Eu

3þ,
Bi3þ into the TiO2 layer. The TiO2:YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ (5%)-based
devices have performance parameters of Jsc, open-circuit voltage
(Voc), and fill factor (FF) of 21.73mA cm�2, 1.10 V, and 74.9%,
respectively. These contribute to a PCE of 17.9% and are signifi-
cant enhancements from the TiO2-based control device
(Jsc� 20.62mAcm�2, Voc� 1.07 V, FF� 73.8%, and
PCE� 16.3%). The devices parameters are summarized in
Table 1. The impact on device stability is shown in Figure 4c.
The TiO2-based device holds only 20% of its initial PCE after
60 h under UV irradiation (365 nm, 25mW cm�2), whereas,
under the same testing condition, YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ-based device
holds up to 70% of the initial PCE.

SiAlON:Eu2þ: The phosphor particles and glass matrix, also
known as phosphor-in glass (PiG), are reported as DC materials
to improve PSCs’ device stability under UV irradiation. The ther-
mal conductive property of the glass matrix helps phosphor
remain isolated in a harsh environment. The PiG photolumines-
cence properties can be modified by changing the phosphor ratio

in the glass matrix. The PiG includes SiAlON:Eu2þ and
Lu3Al5O12:Ce

3þ as phosphors that exhibit orange and green
emissions, respectively. In commercial applications such as
LEDs, PiG has already been implemented and works as a
dual-function DC material and encapsulation.[103] The PiG thin
films have also been proposed as suitable materials for protecting
PSCs from UV radiation. Recently, Roh et al.[104] reported the
commercially available PiG thin film as DC layer for PSCs. In
the study, the PiG layer was attached to the front side of the
PSC device while measuring the device performance under
UV (78mW cm�2, 365 nm) irradiation. Here, the PiG layer-
attached devices show better UV light protection and can hold
PCE up to four times than the control device, after 100 h-long
UV irradiation.

Eu(TTA)2(Phen)MAA: Eu(TTA)2(Phen)MAA (ETPM) pos-
sesses excitation in the UV region and re-emits the photons
in the visible region due to it is specific 4f electronic structure.
This feature can boost the photogenerated current in the PSCs
and protect it from UV irradiation. Bi et al.[105] applied ETPM as
an interfacial modifier between m-TiO2 and perovskite layer in
the conventional mesoporous PSCs. The ETPM has an absorp-
tion peak in the UV region. The ETMP-modified device exhibited
a significant improvement in the PCE from 17.00 to 19.07% and
played a key role in decreasing the UV-induced degradation,
thereby enhancing the photostability under solar irradiation.
Specifically, ETPM-modified devices maintained 86% and 90%
of their initial PCE (Figure 4d) and after continuous light soaking
under sunlight and UV light (365 nm) for 100 h, respectively. Li
et al.[106] also implemented ETPM as a DC material with the
Yb3þ, Er3þ/Tm3þ-doped NaYF4-based UC layer in PSC devices.

Figure 4. a) Geometry and the cross-sectional view of the m-TiO2/ YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ CTL-based devices, b) UV–vis absorption property of perovskite

coated on TiO2:YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ layer, and c) normalized device stability of TiO2 and TiO2:YVO4:Eu

3þ, Bi3þ-based PSC devices. Reproduced with
permission.[102] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. d) Stability graph of ETPM-modified PSCs and control device under UV light (365 nm)
irradiation for 100 h. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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It was the first attempt in which both DC and UC layers were
applied together and helped to convert UV and NIR incident pho-
tons into visible light. These layers also provided the broad
absorption spectra for PSCs. The stability under 365 nmUV light
irradiation revealed that DC-coated devices retain up to 94% of
their initial PCE, whereas, the control device only retains 54%.
The device with UCþDC layers possesses stability up to 500 h.
These results clearly show the advantages of effective ETPM
layers in improving device protection by conversion of harmful
UV light to visible, leading to enhanced photostability.[107] It is a
significant advancement in getting long-term stability under UV
irradiation.

CeO2:Eu
3þ: Europium is another well-reported activator that is

popular for imparting bright red luminescence in different host
materials such as Y2O3, NaGdF4, SrCeO4, and CeO2, for photo-
voltaic applications. The concept of applying CeO2:Eu

3þ as a DC
material for enhancing the photovoltaic performance and stabil-
ity under light illumination of PSCs has been incorporated by
Chen et al.[108] The energy transits from CeO2 to Eu3þ ions
and shows good luminescent properties. This could be used
to improve PSCs’ efficiency.[109] The hydrothermal method
has been used for synthesizing CeO2:Eu

3þ nanocrystals using
trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate with sodium hydroxide
(solution A) and cerium (III) nitrate hexahydrate with europium
(III) nitrate pentahydrate (solution B) at different molar ratios.
Solutions A and B were mixed, poured into an autoclave, and
then were heated for different time periods. The emission spec-
tra revealed the effect of nanocrystals as dopants in TiO2 mate-
rial. The CeO2:Eu

3þnanocrystal-doped TiO2 material showed
highly intensive emission spectra at 590 and 607 nm wavelength,

whereas, undoped TiO2 has no emissions. The devices were pre-
pared from the photoactive layer using a blend of CH3NH3I and
PbI2(MAPbI3) in γ-butyrolactone (GBL) and dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) mixed solvent. The TiO2/CeO2:Eu

3þ composite layer
sandwiched between TiO2 and the photoactive layer played an
important role in spectral conversion. The devices were tested
under AM 1.5G solar light illumination, and the parameters
are summarized in Table 1. The CeO2:Eu

3þ nanocrystals-based
PSCs have shown improvement in Jsc, from 19.2 (bare TiO2) to
20.5 (TiO2þCeO2:Eu

3þ) mA cm�2. The PCE also enhanced
from 10.1 to 10.8%, and it has shown up to 6.9% improvement.
The CeO2:Eu

3þ nanocrystal-embedded devices have a positive
impact on device stability under UV illumination. The stability
measurements were done under UV lamp illumination
(365 nm, 184mW cm�2) for different time periods without seal-
ing the devices. The PCE of CeO2:Eu

3þ-based devices after
50minutes of UV illumination was maintained at 68%, whereas
the control device PCE decreased to 40% of its initial value. The
TiO2 films activated the trap surface and perovskite material
decomposition started under UV irradiation. These reasons were
suggested as the cause of declining cell performance under con-
tinuous UV illumination.[25]

Sr2CeCO4:Eu
3þ: CeCO4:Eu

3þ nanophosphors were added into
PSCs and were discussed in a previous section. In this, strontium
(Sr) was added into CeCO4:Eu

3þ, resulting in the formation of
Sr2CeCO4:Eu

3þ (SCOE) as a DC, as reported by Rehman
et al.[21] This inclusion results in an improvement of the photo-
voltaic performance and measured device stability. The compar-
ative device studies showed that the SCOE-coated PSCs attained
high current density, PCE, and stability. The prepared SCOE

Table 1. A summary of photovoltaic performance of the selected lanthanide DC materials-based PSC devices.

Device structure DC materials Active layers [AL] Absorption/
excitation

wavelength [nm]

Photoemission
peak/band

[nm]

Jsc
[mAcm�2]

Voc
[V]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

Increment
in PCE [%]

References

DC/FTO/c-TiO2/AL/HTL/Au Control CH3NH3PbI3 200–350 nm �614 nm 16.53 0.83 54.0 7.42 [99]

YVO4:Eu
3þ 17.77 0.83 53.5 7.93 6.6

FTO/c-TiO2/TiO2:DC/AL/
spiro-OmeTAD/Au

Control CH3NH3PbI3 250–380 nm �621 nm 20.63 1.07 73.8 16.30 [102]

5% YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ 21.73 1.10 74.9 19.70 18.8

10% YVO4:Eu
3þ, Bi3þ 20.02 1.07 72.8 15.60

FTO/c-TiO2/DC/AL/spiro-
OMeTAD/Au

Control (CsFAMA)Pb(BrI)3 260–380 nm �615 nm 21.80 1.04 73.40 16.60 [21]

Sr2CeO4:Eu
3þ 23.70 1.06 75.53 18.95 13.2

DC/FTO/TiO2/AL/spiro-
OMeTAD/Au

Control (CsFAMA)Pb(BrI)3 300–400 nm �615 nm 20.65 1.10 74.70 16.99 [120]

NaYF4:Eu
3þ 23.06 1.12 76.5 19.89 15.7

FTO/c-TiO2/TiO2:DC/
ZrO2/AL/Carbon

Control (5-AVA) (MA)PbI3 240–400 nm 550–720 22.09 0.88 64.5 11.42 [130]

TiO2:EuW10(5%) 23.46 0.88 72.4 14.60 24.4

TiO2:EuW10(10%) 21.43 0.89 65.1 11.73 2.6

FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2:DC/ AL/
spiro-OMeTAD/Au

Control CH3NH3PbI3 380–500 nm �613 nm 20.98 0.93 57.0 10.67 [115]

AZO-8 23.68 0.94 62.0 13.80 25.58

AZO-10 22.06 0.93 58.0 11.90 10.89

FTO/C-TiO2/DC/AL/
spiro-OMeTAD/Au

Control (CsFAMA)Pb(BrI)3 300–380 nm 450–620 21.22 1.02 71.1 15.4 [111]

SCOS 23.65 1.05 72.4 17.9 15.1
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material was coated in between the c-TiO2 ETL and triplet-cation
((CsFAMA)Pb(BrI)3) perovskite layer followed by spiro-OMeTAD
hole transport layer (HTL) layer and Au top electrode. The control
device had a measured PCE of 16.60% which is lower than the
SCOE-based PCE of 18.95%. The main improvement was
observed in Jsc, which was enhanced from 21.80 to
23.70mA cm�2. It was claimed that the spectral conversion
and modification of TiO2/perovskite interface by SCOE was
the reason behind the improvement in device parameters. The
SCOE nanophosphors absorb UV light and convert it into visible,
which in turn can be easily absorbed by the photoactive layer,
leading to improvement in the Jsc of PSCs. The introduction
of m-TiO2 provides a large interfacial contact area with the perov-
skite layer in the PSCs and helps in the dissociation, transport,
and collection of photogenerated electrons. The deposition of the
SCOE layer on c-TiO2 reduces the charge carrier recombination
and improves the electron collection by preventing reverse elec-
trode transfer from TiO2 to the perovskite layer. This improve-
ment in electron collection and reduction in recombination
shows significant increases in the FF and Voc values.[110]

Under continuous UV light (365 nm) for 70 h, the SCOE-based
cell retains 80% of the PCE of its initial PCE value. In addition,
the SCOE layer protects the perovskite layer from pinhole-
induced recombination and UV-induced degradation. This
results in the observed stable FF of SCOE-based PSCs.[111]

However, the control device shows more FF degradation.
However, the device stability analysis was reported in an environ-
ment with RH of 25–30% and at 20–25 °C. The SCOE-based
device retained 72% of its initial PCE after 75 days, whereas
the control device lost more than 55% of its initial PCE.

ZnGa2O4:Eu
3þ: Zinc gallium oxide (ZnGa2O4) (ZGO) is an

oxide phosphor that has an application in the fabrication of elec-
tronic displays.[112] On top of this, its chemical and thermal sta-
bility are an added advantage for various other luminescent
applications.[113] The main feature of this compound is that emis-
sion occurs after the incidence of UV light, and the self-activated
centers are attributed to the emission (�525 nm), which corre-
sponds to the GaO6 structural unit in the ZaGa2O4 lattice.[114]

The ZnGa2O4:Eu
3þ nanophosphor was reported by Hou

et al.[115] as a spectral converter for PSCs’ application that helped
in enhancing device performances as well as stability. The device
geometry is shown in Figure 5a, in which the c-TiO2 film was
coated on the FTO, followed by a coating of m-TiO2:AZO slurry,
which was labeled as ZGO-6, ZGO-8, and ZGO-10 as per the dis-
persed amounts of 6, 8, and 10mgmL�1 AZO in the TiO2 paste.
The absorption between 380 and 500 nm wavelength became
stronger as ZGO content rose. The effect on device performance
is shown in Figure 5b, in which the incident photon-to-current
conversion efficiency (IPCE) curve of the ZGO-8 device was
inserted into the J–V characteristics. It is noticed that a lower
PCE of 10.67% was reported for the control device
compared with a PCE of �13.80% for the ZGO-8 device.
This improvement corresponds to an improvement in Jsc from
20.12 to 23.68mA cm�2. The increasing IPCE between 380 and
490 nm wavelength for ZGO-8 device should be attributed to the
ZnGa2O4:Eu

3þ nanophosphor. The results were measured after
putting the device in an environment with RH of 40–45% and a
temperature of 21–23 °C in the dark. The graph is mentioned in
Figure 5c. The control and ZGO-8 devices maintain up to 70%

and 66% of their initial PCE, respectively, over 9 days. The incor-
poration of ZGO nanophosphors helped to improve the PCE but
fell short in improving device stability.

NaEuF4: The fluoride host-doped lanthanide ions have
emerged as potential candidates for optical applications as their
improved luminescent properties show significant potential in
solid-state lighting, bio-medical therapy, solar cells, etc.[116,117]

Ran et al.[118] introduced NaEuF4 nanoparticles (NPs) synthe-
sized using a hydrothermal method. The NaEuF4 NPs showed
excitation and emission between 360–464 nm and 590–690 nm
wavelength, respectively. The NaEuF4 NPs were introduced into
the m-TiO2 and coated between c-TiO2 and perovskite layer. It
shows an improvement in the PSC device performance as well
as stability. Device performance was tested for different concen-
trations (4, 6, 8, 10, and 12mgmL�1) of NaEuF4 NPs after adding
them into TiO2 and the optimized results were observed for a
concentration of 6mgmL�1. For the control device, the PCE
was 13.03%, whereas, with the addition of NPs, the PCE of
14.51% was obtained. The major changes were observed in Jsc
which increased from 21.76 to 22.54mA cm�2 and the FF, which
increased from 59.29% to 63.11%. The NaEuF4 nanoparticles’
dispersions into m-TiO2 were relatively uniform and it formed
favorable morphology. It is related to the improvement in the
devices’ FF and Jsc. However, excess NaEuF4 nanoparticles incor-
poration into m-TiO2 reduces the mesoporous layer space and
leads to a decrease in the adhesion of the perovskite film and
cause reduction in device performance.

C24H16N2:Eu: Jiang et al.[119] introduced the Eu complex pre-
pared from the organic molecule, 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line and europium (III) nitrate hexahydrate, and added it into
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) at different weight (0.5–1.5 wt%) con-
centrations. It was applied as a DC layer in PSCs and spin coated
on the front side of the FTO substrate (Figure 5d). There was no
absorption in pure PVP, and the layer showed high transparency
in the UV–vis region. The absorption peaks showed shifting
toward lower energy as the Eu complex contents increased.
The photoemission region also showed an increase in the peak
intensity with increasing Eu complex content in the PVP. The
device structure consists of a CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer
formed by a two-step deposition method and is coated between
m-TiO2 and spiro-MeOTAD film. The effect of the Eu complex
on device performance is clearly visible from the IPCE
(Figure 5e) curve. In the UV region, the variation in IPCE (%)
is caused by Eu complex and this IPCE enhancement is benefi-
cial for improving the JIPCE, from 16.28 to 16.76mA cm�2). The
Eu complex converts UV to visible light and helps to reduce the
degradation caused by the UV region and therefore, improve the
device stability when compared with the control devices. Eu com-
plex cells have shown better photocurrent behavior and after 2 h
under UV illumination its Jsc value decreases by 3%, whereas Jsc
was reduced by up to 90% of the control devices. This clearly
shows the device protection from UV light. Figure 5f shows
the device PCE versus time under UV illumination for control
and Eu complex devices.

NaYF4:Eu
3þ: The europium-doped sodium (Na) yttrium (Y)

fluoride (F) (NaYF4:Eu
3þ) nanocrystals, reported by Jia et al.,[120]

absorb high-energy photons and convert them into a beneficial
spectrum for enhancing PSCs’ performance. These nanocrystals
were deposited on the front side of the FTO substrate. The four
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different doping molarity (2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%) ratios of Eu3þ

were studied and were named as NaYF4:Eu
3þ-2%, NaYF4:Eu

3þ-
4%, NaYF4:Eu

3þ-6%, and NaYF4:Eu
3þ-8%, respectively. For

PSCs, the triple-cation Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.05–Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
perovskite layer was coated above the TiO2 ETL, followed by a
spiro-OMeTAD HTL and Au top electrode. The transmittance
of NaYF4:Eu

3þ/FTO was higher in the visible region as com-
pared with UV, which is evidence of absorbing a certain amount
of UV light. Moreover, NaYF4:Eu

3þ has photoemission between
500 and 750 nm wavelength and showed an increase in intensity
with an increase in Eu contents. It showed that the device per-
formance for 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% molarity ratios is better than

the control devices. Here, PSCs-6% obtained a PCE of �20.17%,
which is an improvement over control device performance with a
measured PCE of �19.65%.In addition, the PSCs-6% device
exhibited a small amount of hysteresis under the reverse
(PCE: �19.89%) and the forward scan (PCE: �18.74%).
Another important effect was reported under UV irradiation.
The PCE value of control PSCs degraded at a faster rate
under continuous irradiation for 10 h as compared with PSC-
6% device. The results undoubtedly show that the NaYF4:Eu

3þ

nanophosphors can reduce UV-induced degradation and
can impact the device by offering improved performance
and stability.

Figure 5. a) Reported device geometry of TiO2 (control) and TiO2:ZnGa2O4:Eu
3þ (AZO- 6, 8, 10) with CH3NH3PbI3-based device, b) J–V plots (inset: IPCE

curve), and c) stability plot of the control and DC material-based device, measured PCE versus time. Reproduced with permission.[115] Copyright 2016,
Elsevier B.V. d) The device structure of Eu complex coated at the front side of FTO substrate. e) IPCE curve of the device with and without Eu complex
luminescent layer. f ) Stability of control and 1.5 wt%-doped Eu in PVP device. Reproduced with permission.[119] Copyright 2017, American Chemical
Society.
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Au@Y2O3:Eu
3þ: Yttrium oxide (Y2O3) exhibits outstanding

optical and electrical properties such as a larger bandgap, a high
refractive index, superior electrical breakdown strength,
etc.[121,122] It is one of the most attractive RE oxides and has been
applied as a phosphor film for cathode ray tube (CRT) displays.
It is also used as an UC material for cellular imaging.[123]

Y2O3:Eu
3þcore–shell and nanoparticle material structures were

studied, which are popularly known as red phosphor. By having
a good QE, it is used in industry to fabricate flat panel dis-
plays.[124] The core–shell structures of gold (Au) and silver
(Ag) have attracted much attention because they enhances the
physical and chemical properties of its compounds. The Au-
doped Y2O3:Eu

3þ is a well-reported phosphor material which
might have potential applications in optical devices.[125] Kim
et al.[126] introduced Au@Y2O3:Eu

3þ as a DC layer in PSCs.
Initially, Y2O3:Eu

3þ phosphor monolayer has shown more than
80% photoluminescence quantum yield.[127] Recently, the Au
nanoparticle layer attached with Y2O3:Eu

3þ amplified the con-
verted visible light up to 170%. The Y2O3:Eu

3þ nanocrystals
are coated on top of the Au film and then annealed at 450 °C
to form strong adherence with the substrate. The DC layer is
coated on the front side of the FTO substrate (Figure 6a). The
measured optical properties of the Au nanoparticles and phos-
phor revealed that the phosphor particle layer has a peak absorp-
tion spectrum (Figure 6b) at 290 nm. However, the Au
nanoparticle-localized surface plasmon absorption peak was

spotted at 520 nm. Notably, the Au@Y2O3:Eu
3þ thin-film photo-

emission intensity improved by 70% compared with the pristine
phosphor material. This light amplification directly influences
the PSCs’ efficiency, and its dual-function nature protects the
perovskite layer from UV light degradation. The DC layer con-
tributed to enhancing the PCE up to 16.1% compared with
the control device. The dual functionality of the layer influences
the photocurrent values of the Au@Y2O3:Eu

3þ-based devices. Jsc
was 21.5mA cm�2 for the dual-function layer-attached PSCs
compared with 20.7mA cm�2 of control device. This confirms
that UV light is converted into visible and helps in enhancing
the photogenerated current. Figure 6c shows the normalized plot
of photogenerated current density versus time under UV irradi-
ation and shows that the DC protected the PSCs from harmful
UV-induced degradation.

Na9[EuW10O36]: Polyoxometalates (POMs) are the combina-
tions of oxygen and early transition metals (e.g., M¼Mo, Ta,
W, Nb, V) or kinds of molecular metal–oxocluster com-
pounds.[128,129] POMs can be prepared using lanthanides and
are formed via strong coordination bonds. These possess advan-
tages such as good luminescent properties, water solubility, high
stability, and low cost. The europium-containing POM
Na9[EuW10O36] (EuW10) material, reported by Tao et al.,[130]

was introduced as a DC layer and coated with TiO2 layer for
improving the performance of printable PSCs by converting
high-energy to low-energy photons. The reported EuW10-based

Figure 6. a) The device geometry with working mechanism of dual-function film, b) absorption (black color) and photoemission (red color) spectra of Au
NPs and phosphor particle layers, and c) long-term stability measurement of control (black) and Au@Y2O3:Eu

3þ (red)-based PSCs. Reproduced under the
terms of the CC-BY license (CC BY 4.0).[126] Copyright 2017, the Authors. Published by Springer Nature.
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PSC device exhibited long-term stability as compared with the
control devices. The emission (ranging from 550 to 720 nm)
and excitation (covering the range from 240 to 400 nm) of
EuW10 are shown in Figure 7b. These spectra demonstrated
the conversion of UV photons to visible using EuW10 powder.
The PSCs were prepared using screen printing and the device
geometry is mentioned in Figure 7a. The control device exhibits
a PCE of 11.1%, with Jsc of 20.09mA cm�2 and for EuW10-based
PSCs, the PCE was 14.36%, which improved due to an increase
in the Jsc of �23.46mA cm�2, for 5% EuW10 contents. After
increasing EuW10 contents to 10%, the device performance
begins to decline. Increasing the contents of EuW10 may increase
the cell resistance and result in a reduction of the Jsc and FF. In
addition, the EuW10–TiO2 based device showed slightly higher
stability than the control devices. Overall, EuW10-based layers
help to enhance the device performance by 25% and improve
the device stability.

3.1.2. Samarium (Sm)-Based DC Materials

P2O5–Li2O–ZnO–Sm2O3–CeO2 (PZLSC) Glass–Ceramic: The
doping of Sm and Ce ions into the flexible glass system
(P2O5–ZnO–Li2O (PZL)), which is defined as P2O5–Li2O–
ZnO–Sm2O3–CeO2 glass-ceramic waveguide (GCW), has also
been applied to PSCs as a DC layer.[131] The GCW helped to
enhance the performance and stability of the devices.
Moreover, the PZL material has high transparency, good solubil-
ity for Sm and Ce, and low-melting-temperature properties that
make it a suitable host for making GCW. The GCW:Sm3þ sam-
ple has excitation in the range of long-wavelength UV (LWUV)
300–500 nm and emission at �597 nm, indicating its application
as a DC material. However, Ce3þ was codoped as a sensitizer in
the GCW Sm3þ system, which results in Sm3þ emission inten-
sity enhancement. The excitation intensity also improved for
GCW:Sm3þ–Ce3þ system than in the GCW:Sm3þ system.
Moreover, Ce3þ also has strong absorption in LWUV and effi-
ciently transfers energy from Ce3þ to Sm3þ, which is promising
in reducing UV-based photodegradation in PSCs. The GCW:
Sm3þ–Ce3þ compound was prepared via the high-temperature
melt-quenching method and has been coated on the front of
FTO glass substrates. The PSCs device with DC showed more
than 9% enhancement in Jsc and PCE. Tin oxide (SnO2) is a
popular ETL in PSCs and helped to deliver PCEs up to 21%.[132]

It is also compatible with flexible devices.[133] Recently, Singh
et al.[134] demonstrated Sm3þ-doped SnO2 nanoparticles and
investigated different annealing temperatures and concentra-
tions to probe the effects on photoluminescence properties of
prepared composites and its implementation as a DC material
for PSC devices.

Sr2CeO4:Sm
3þ: Cerium–strontium oxide (Sr2CeO4) is a perov-

skite structure oxide, and it is a promising blue phosphor that
exhibits luminescence under excitation. It is also used in various
applications such as fluorescent tubes, detection and field emis-
sion displays, etc.[135,136] In Sr2CeO4, the blue emission band at
473 nm is attributed to the –Ce4þ–O2� charge transfer and it has
broad excitation in the UV region that opens up the possibility of
tuning its excitation energy.[137] Therefore, the Sr2CeO4 com-
pound could act as a host for lanthanide ions. An appropriate
luminescence activator such as Sm, Eu, and Gd from the lantha-
nide series has been widely reported for enhancing and tuning
the luminescent properties of its compound.[138] After Sr2CeO4 is
doped with Eu and Gd, its photoluminescence (PL) emission
mainly covers the 350–650 nm range.[139] Recently, Sm-doped
Sr2CeO4, named as Sr2CeO4:Sm

3þ (SCOS), was introduced into
PSCs by Rahman et al.[111] and achieved an enhancement of the
photogenerated current by up to 11.4%, and the device held 50%
of its initial value of PCE after 60 h under UV light irradiation.
This photogenerated current improvement is much more signif-
icant when compared with previously reported DC materials
such as Y2O3:Eu

3þ and CeO2:Eu
3þ and possesses higher photo-

stability. It has an absorption spectrum that covers the range of
283–400 nm, with the peak intensity varying with respect to
Sm3þ concentrations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 wt%). Moreover,
the absorption characteristics showed a rise in intensity as
Sm3þ content was increased and reached its highest value at
1.5 wt% concentration. The PL characteristics showed SCOS
emission in the visible region and has peaks at 480, 564 608,
and 647 nm wavelength that were attributed to different transi-
tions. In the geometry of the fabricated PSCs, (CsFAMA)Pb(BrI)3
was used as a photoactive layer. The SCOS layer was sandwiched
between c-TiO2 and photoactive layers. The average PCE of
SCOS-based PSC devices was 17.9%, which shows an improve-
ment from the control device with a PCE of 15.2%. Besides the
increase in PCE, the SCOS layer also protected devices from UV
light, temperature, and humidity. The SCOS-based PSC device
was placed under continuous irradiation under UV light

Figure 7. a) Geometry of device structure and b) emission and excitation spectra of EuW10 powder. Reproduced with permission.[130] Copyright 2020,
Elsevier B.V.
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(365 nm) at room temperature and 25–30% humidity for 65 h.
The control PSC device retains only 19% of its initial value after
35 h; on the other hand, the SCOS device contains 67% of its
PCE. After 60 h, SCOS devices have shown great UV light stabil-
ity. These devices were also kept in ambient environment with-
out encapsulation for 60 days and showed that the SCOS-based
devices retain higher device performance as compared with the
control devices.

3.1.3. Lanthanide Materials Doped in TiO2 Layer

TiO2 nanomaterials have been extensively studied in the last two
decades and their novel properties such as chemical stability,
nontoxicity, and biocompatibility have shown their potential
applications in optical coating, photocatalysis, antibacterial
agents, and solar cells.[140] In solar cells, TiO2 is commonly used
as an ETL in organic photovoltaics as well as PSCs.[141] Recently,
lanthanides modified with TiO2 were reported for their use in
different applications. Zeng et al.[142] coated Eu with TiO2,
and the concentration of Eu3þ influences the energy transfer
between Eu and TiO2. Moreover, Nd and Sm lanthanide materi-
als have also been incorporated into TiO2 nanoparticles, and it
was found that it exhibits more emission via the doped com-
pounds than from direct excitation of pristine materials.[143]

Furthermore, lanthanides doped into TiO2 compounds were
used in PSCs for UV light protection and performance enhance-
ment. Jiang et al.[144] prepared the TiO2:Eu

3þ crystals via the
sol–gel method and sandwiched the crystals between the c-
TiO2 and CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer, as shown in
Figure 8a. The devices with Eu doping in TiO2 show an improve-
ment in PCE from 12.22 to 15.79%, and that was up to 29.2%
improvement as compared with the control device. This signifi-
cant enhancement in the PCE is attributed to increases in light
absorption. Moreover, Eu doping embedded in the surface sites
adjacent to TiO2 helps to suppress the recombination in TiO2,
which results in an improvement in the Voc.

[145] However, at
higher Eu concentrations, defects are created at the TiO2 bound-
ary, which cause excessive particle build-up with higher ionic
radius and result in PSC performance degrading.
Photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) was 9% for
TiO2:Eu

3þ from UV light to visible (red) emission. The Eu
ion doping not only improved the Jsc but also improved the
Voc, which results in overall PCE improvement. Furthermore,
Eu concentration also affects the device stability, as shown in
Figure 8b. The control device PCE decreased by up to 50% under
continuous UV irradiation for 10 h. However, Eu3þ-doped TiO2

structure PSCs show protection under UV irradiation by prevent-
ing the degradation of the perovskite layer. Recently, Zhang
et al.[146] doped TiO2 with Sm and Eu ions and applied it as
an ETL in the PSC device via optimizing the ratio of these mate-
rials. PL quenching (Figure 8c) increased after introducing Sm
into Eu:TiO2. PL quenching of TiO2 indicates that the proper
introduction of lanthanide materials can improve electron collec-
tion and their transport efficiency. The photovoltaic performance
of the MAPbI3 perovskite layer-based device with pulsed laser
deposition (PLD)-deposited ETL TiO2:Sm

3þ, Eu3þ(0.8%, 1%)
exhibits a PCE of 19.01%, which is higher than the control devi-
ces (PCE: 16.90%). The ETL layer also protects the devices from

harmful UV light irradiation. Figure 8d shows the control and
Sm- and Eu-doped TiO2 PSC devices tested under a UV lamp
(356 nm, 23mW cm�2). Chen et al.[147] reported that Eu-doped
TiO2 materials, prepared by the chemical bath method, enables
simultaneous efficiency and UV stability enhancement. This
dopant (Eu) helps shift the Fermi-level energy and enhances
the electron mobility of TiO2.

[148] Besides this, the average charge
carrier extraction time of the perovskite film coated on Eu3þ:TiO2

and TiO2 was 23.34 and 29.93 ns, respectively, as calculated from
the time-resolved photoluminescence decay (Figure 8e) measure-
ment. The shorter time of the Eu ions-doped TiO2 suggests a
faster electron extraction process, which is beneficial for device
performance. Different concentrations of Eu ions were doped
into TiO2, and the optimized results were obtained at 5% of
Eu, where the PCE was 21.40% ( Jsc�23.85mA cm�2,
Voc� 1.13 V, and FF� 0.79) and is a significant improvement
than control device (PCE of 19.22%). Also, higher stability is
reported under UV irradiation (365 nm, 5mW cm�2) under
ambient conditions up to 500 h. The Eu3þ:TiO2 device retains
80% (Figure 8f ) of its initial value for 100 h and up to 70%
for 500 h. In comparison, the control device remains at 50%
for 100 h and then undergoes aging degradation affecting the
Jsc and FF. This degradation is mainly due to the decomposition
of the perovskite layer under UV irradiation. Cerium ions (Ce3þ)-
based nanophosphor Y3Al5O12:Ce

3þ (YAG:Ce3þ) have also been
introduced into m-TiO2 and applied as a spectral modifier by Ma
et al.[149] The YG:Ce3þ-doped TiO2-based PSCs improve Voc, FF,
and Jsc parameters. The YAG:Ce3þ absorption band lies in the
UV region and shows broad emission between 500 and
700 nm, which causes an improvement in the Jsc of YAG:
Ce3þ-based devices. However, the substitution of Ce ions at
the Ti lattice side in TiO2 probably modified the electronic energy
level of the doped film, which resulted in an increase in the Voc.
The doping of YAG:Ce3þ DC materials improved the PCE up to
13.34%, which was higher than the control device PCE of
�11.04%.

3.2. Nonlanthanide Materials-Based Spectral Convertors
for PSCs

Besides lanthanide materials, various lanthanide-free materials
have been explored for spectral conversion applications for
PSCs. Such materials are cost effective, which is a major concern
for PV devices.

3.2.1. Nanophosphor Materials

Sr4Al14O25:Mn4þ: The Sr4Al14O25:Mn4þ, 0.5% Mg (SAM) nano-
phosphor was used as a DC material in PSCs and its inclusion
caused 10% rise in PCE and an improvement in the stability in
SAM-based devices, as published by Cui et al.[150] This phosphor
shows red luminescence with high intensity due to Mg ions.
Before coating, the DC layer was embedded in PMMA and coated
on the front side of the FTO substrate. The SAM/PMMA film has
a broad excitation range from 290 to 520 nm and photoemission
in the visible region (red). For 380 and 470 nm excitation wave-
length, it shows the PLQE of 38 and 35%, respectively. Thus, the
DC layer reduced the direct absorption of UV light into the
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perovskite layer and enhanced the film stability. The studies of
film degradation by XRD have shown that the SAM/PMMA film
provides encapsulation capability to the perovskite layer and
reduces moisture-based degradation under ambient conditions.
The control device gives a Jsc of 18.2 mAcm�2 and a PCE of about
12.6%. For a DC (1.2 mgml�1)-based device, there is an enhance-
ment of the Jsc up to 19.6 mAcm�2, which contributed to deliv-
ering PCE up to 14%. This enhancement of Jsc has shown the
advantage of incident light spectral modification.

3.2.2. QDs

CsPbCl3:Mn: The QDs are 3D confined particles that exhibit
excellent luminescence properties. These are a superior class

of semiconductors that are crystalline or amorphous, have 2D
or 3D structures, and are prepared from periodic groups of
II–VI, III–V, or IV–VI materials.[151] Its energy levels and energy
gap depend on its diameter. The adjustable energy gap of QDs
allows for applications in multiple fields, including solar cells,
and recently, it emerged as a DC material in PSCs.[152] The
DC layers of CsPbCl3:Mn QDs have been reported by Wang
et al.[153] and were applied on the front sides of the FTO sub-
strate. Mn ions doped in CsPbCl3 exhibit enhanced emission
properties. The hot-injection method was used to prepare the
QDs, and this technique had shown a PL quantum yield of
up to 60%. Figure 9a illustrates the energy transfer between
CsPbCl3 and Mn QDs, where CsPbCl3 works as a host and
can be excited at 365 nm, and also exhibiting a broad emission

Figure 8. a) Schematic illustration of PSC device structure, explaining the mechanism of energy transfer between TiO2 and Eu ions and b) normalized PCE
stability under UV (UV�Hg-200 light source) irradiation of control and Eu ion-doped TiO2 devices at different concentrations of Eu ions. Reproduced
with permission.[144] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. c) Emission quenching spectra of the perovskite layer coating at different ratios of Eu
and Sm ions and d) normalized PCE stability reported under 365 nm UV light continuous irradiation up to 100 h. Reproduced with permission.[146]

Copyright 2019, Elsevier Inc. e) TRPL-fitted curve of (Cs0.05FA0.80MA0.15)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 perovskite layer coated on FTO/Eu3þ:TiO2 and FTO/TiO2 sub-
strates. f ) Normalized PCE stability of Eu3þ:TiO2 and TiO2-encapsulated devices under continuous UV light irradiation for 500 h. Reproduced with
permission.[147] Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd.
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spectrum in the visible region. This is displayed in Figure 9b.
The control device has a Jsc and PCE of 21.23 mAcm�2 and
17.97%, respectively. For the QD optimized (5 mgml�1) device,
the PCE of 18.57% and Jsc improved up to 22.03 mAcm�2,
respectively. The impact of using QDs was also observed for
improving device stability under continuous UV irradiation up
to 100 h, as shown in Figure 9c. The QD-coated device retained

97% of its initial PCE value compared with the control device
which only retained 85%.

ZnSe: The ZnSe QDs are another promising material that
can be used in solar cell applications due to its favorable optical
properties.[154,155] Recently, the ZnSe QD layer was introduced as
a DC layer byWang et al.[156] and it was coated on the front side of
the FTO substrate. The resultant device received enhanced

Figure 9. a) Illustration of DCmechanism in CsPbCl3:Mn QDs, b) excitation and emission spectra of CsPbCl3:Mn QDs, and c) normalized PCE values for
control and optimized device under UV irradiation. Reproduced with permission.[153] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. d) Normalized PCE
reported measurement after the aging test with QDs and control device (inserted devices’ pics under UV irradiation). Reproduced with permission.[156]

Copyright 2017, Science Press and Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science Press.
e) The normalized PCE of TiO2 and QD (green) devices under UV light. Reproduced with permission.[160] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.
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efficiency and stability. ZnSe is a wide-bandgap (�2.7 eV) semi-
conductor and its QDs can efficiently absorb UV light while hav-
ing emission in the visible. These QD-based devices using a
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer reported a PCE improvement
from 16.6 to 17.3%, and it is due to the enhancement in the inci-
dent visible light. These devices also have shown better stability
under UV irradiation as compared with control devices, as shown
in Figure 9d. The control device performance rapidly declined
under UV exposure after 460minutes, whereas, the device with
ZnSe QDs holds 50% PCE of its initial value for the same length
of time.

CdSe: Cadmium selenide (CdSe) QDs are well reported in
DSSC, organic, and PSCs as an interface layer and as a doping
agent into the photoactive layer, and it enhanced the PCE by sup-
pressing charge carrier recombination.[157,158] Recently, Tavakoli
et al.[159] introduced CdSe/CdS QDs as DC layers coated on the
front side of the FTO substrate and applied in Cs/FA double
A-cation composition perovskite devices. They found that under
40% RH in ambient air atmosphere, it is effective in increasing
the perovskite film quality after annealing. This AL annealing
and QD layer together enhanced device performance as high
as 20.70% PCE from 18.4% and increased stability under UV
irradiation. The control device has a Jsc, FF, and PCE of 22.10
mAcm�2, 75%, and 18.4%, and these were enhanced up to
23.05 mAcm�2, 77%, and 20.2%, respectively for the ambient-
annealed device. However, for QD devices, the PCE improved
from 20.08% to 20.70%. These QDs gave a PL quantum yield
up to 85%. Apart from the efficiency improvement, these QDs
have shown improved PSC stability under continuous illumina-
tion of light and under UV light. Tavakoli et al.[160] reported the
first incorporation of CdSe/ZnS core–shell QDs of green and red
emissions as an ETL and DC dual layer. The measured PLQE was
85% for these QDs and showed how efficient it is at converting
high-energy photons to low-energy photons. They concluded that
green emission (520 nm) QDs are more efficient and have the
best suitable band alignment with the perovskite film as

compared with red emission (640 nm). Moreover, the conduction
bands of TiO2, QDs (green), QDs (red) are �4.2, �4.08, and
�4.12 eV, respectively. This shows that band offset between
perovskite (�3.9 eV) and green QDs is only 0.180 eV, which is
comparatively lower than TiO2 and red QDs. The replacement
of TiO2 by QDs (green) gave comparable device performance
and provides better stability under UV irradiation. TiO2, QDs
(red), and QDs (green)-based ETL devices a recorded PCE of
18.15, 15.8, and 18%, respectively. However, the impact of pho-
ton energy conversion was apparent when looking at the mea-
sured Jsc values from IPCE, as the QD (green) device gave a
JIPCE of 22.3 mAcm�2, which was higher compared with the
TiO2 (21.7 mAcm�2) and QD (red) (22.1 mAcm�2)-based devi-
ces. Apart from this, QD ETL-based devices were more stable
under UV light irradiation and the stability plot is shown in
Figure 9e. The QD devices maintained up to 90% PCE of its ini-
tial value after exposure to UV light for 100 h, which is signifi-
cantly higher when compared with the TiO2 (PCE� 59%)
devices (Table 2).

3.2.3. Carbon and Graphene QDs

Carbon QDs: Carbon-based materials also provide promising
candidates for optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. They offer
highly tunable structures with a controlled Fermi level, tunability
of optical and electrical properties, easy availability, low cost, etc.
They also hold a variety of other important properties such as
mechanical and chemical stability, thermal conductivity and
good charge carrier mobility, etc.[161] These carbon-based mate-
rials include graphitic carbon nitride, graphene and graphene
oxide, carbon QDs and nanotubes, etc. as interlayers in solar
cells.[162,163] Ku et al.[164] first reported the use of a carbon mate-
rial in PSCs in which carbon/graphite was applied as a counter
electrode for fully printable solar cells. Recently, fluorescent
carbon dots (CDs) were incorporated by Jin et al.[24] in the mes-
oporous TiO2 interlayer for enhancing the photostability and

Table 2. A summary of photovoltaic performances of selected nonlanthanide DC material-based PSC devices.

Device structure DC materials Active
layers [AL]

Absorption/
excitation

wavelength [nm]

Photoemission
peak/band

[nm]

Jsc
[mAcm�2]

Voc
[V]

FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

Increment
in PCE [%]

References

DC/FTO/TiO2/AL/
SpiroOMeTAD/Au

Control CH3NH3PbI3 300–400 nm 550–700 21.23 1.105 76.6 17.97 [153]

CsPbCl3:Mn (5 mgmL�1) 22.03 1.105 76.3 18.57 4.2

DC/FTO/TiO2/AL/
SpiroOMeTAD/Au

Control CH3NH3PbI3 300–380 390–480 20.2 1.1 76.9 16.6 [156]

ZnSe (2 mgml�1) 20.3 1.1 79.9 17.3 4.1

DC/ITO/NiO /AL/C60/BCP/Ag Control Mixed halides – 580–650 23.1 1.14 76.2 20.08 [159]

CdSe/CdS 23.6 1.14 76.8 20.70 3.0

FTO/TiO2/DC/AL/
spiro-OMeTAD/Au

Control MAIPbCl2 320–360 400–475 20.89 1.01 68.9 14.61 [24]

CDs 22.64 1.01 71.6 16.40 11.5

DC/FTO/TiO2/AL/PTAA/Au Control CsPbI2 200–400 520–700 18.67 1.10 75.4 15.53 [175]

N-CQDs 19.15 1.16 75.6 16.02 3.10

DC/FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/AL/
Spiro-OMeTAD/Au

Control Mixed halides 300–420 400–540 21.96 1.07 74 17.31 [183]

V570 23.23 1.09 74 18.67 7.5

FTO/DC/AL/PCBM/BCP/Ag Control MAPbI3 – 400–600 19.76 1.02 74.6 15.18 [185]

2.5 wt% NPB 22.32 1.06 76.7 18.23 18.1
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performance of PSCs devices. As a result, the CDs could effec-
tively improve the PCE of the device up to 16.4% as compared
with the control device (PCE� 14.6%). This was achieved
through the UV light into visible region conversion. As per
the device geometry (Figure 10a), the CD layer was deposited
by dipping the FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2-coated substrate into the
CD solution under a dark atmosphere for different times; the
film was formed between the m-TiO2 and perovskite
layer. Moreover, different concentrations (0, 0.5, 1, 2.0,
4.0mgmL�1) of CD solution were studied, and the J–V charac-
terises are shown in Figure 10b. The highest photovoltaic perfor-
mance was achieved at 1 mgmL�1 concentration and the device
delivered a PCE up to 16.40%. This was higher than the control
device with a PCE of 14.61%.In addition, CD-based devices
retained 70% of its initial PCE after continuous illumination
up to 12 h in ambient condition without encapsulation. The nor-
malized PCE is shown in Figure 10c. In the same period, the
reference devices only retained 20% of its initial PCE. The photo-
stability improvement of PSCs with CDs is attributed to the pro-
tection of the perovskite film from decomposition.

Graphene QDs: Graphene QDs (GQDs) show exceptional opti-
cal and electrical properties because of their size-tuned optical
response. In addition, GQDs show unusual properties when
compared with conventional QDs such as biocompatibility,
low toxicity, solubility, chemical stability, stable photolumines-
cence, etc.[165,166] Gupta et al.[167] first introduced luminescent

GQDs in OSCs by blending them with the conjugated polymers.
Later, GQDs were incorporated as a third component in ternary
OSCs, most notably QDs/silicon heterojunction solar cells, and
in QD-sensitized solar cell applications.[168] In PSCs, GQDs have
been applied to TiO2 and SnO2 ETLs to improve the device
performance by enhancing the electron extraction by effectively
filling the electron traps as well as improving the conductivity of
the active area/ETL interface.[169,170] Moreover, the incorporation
of GQDs into the perovskite layer helps in passivating the
grain boundaries that also helped to facilitate electron
extraction.[171–173] Recently, Hosseini et al.[174] studied optical
modeling by coating luminescent GQDs as a DC layer on the
front side of the photovoltaic device and found that the inclusion
of GQDs enhanced the performance as well as suppressed UV
light penetration into the cell. They also studied the effect on
IPCE performance of different PLQE (6% and 94%) GQDs, along
with their concentration and film thickness. Figure 10d shows
the IPCE plots with and without 6% and 94% PLQE GQD lumi-
nescent layer. In the 300–400 nm wavelength range, the photon-
to-current conversion percentage rises for 94% PLQE GQDs, and
it is directly related to UV light to visible conversion. Bian
et al.[175] also introduced nitrogen-doped GQDs that showed
PLQE up to 80% and helped to improve the photovoltaic and sta-
bility performance of PSCs. The PCE increased from 15.53% to
16.02% which is mainly due to an increase in Jsc from 18.67 to
19.15mA cm�2. The emission and absorption spectra of N-GQD

Figure 10. a) Device geometry with energy levels, b) J–V curve with and without fluorescent CD device, and c) reported stability of fluorescent CD-based
devices under light irradiation for 12 h. Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. d) Reported IPCE with and without GQDs
of 6% and 94%QEs. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license (CC BY 3.0).[174] Copyright 2018, the Authors. Published by Royal Society of Chemistry.
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aqueous solution in the sp2 domains’ π–π* transition peak occur
at 255 nm, and the emission peak appears in the visible region
(585 nm) wavelength, and under 385 nm UV light, the device is
shown benefitting from the N-GQDs layer. Thus, the N-GQD
cells show a significant improvement in Jsc when compared with
the control devices. In addition, the N-GQD-based devices retain
98% PCE after 24 h of light irradiation, while the control only
retains 95% of its initial value after.

3.2.4. Organic Molecules

The tunable optical and electrical properties of organic molecules
by varying the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels make
it attractive for organic photovoltaics, LEDs, transistors, photode-
tectors applications, etc.[176–178] The properties can be altered by
doing small changes to the molecular structure by varying the
shape and size of molecules, and these molecules being solution
processable and having low-cost deposition.[179] There are several
organic molecules that have been reported previously as ETL and
HTL in PSCs.[180–182] Recently, Bella et al.[183] coated photopoly-
mer on the front side of the device, as a UV-curable fluoropol-
ymer layer. It provided an easy-cleaning benefit on the substrates’
front side by forming a hydrophobic barrier to environmental
moisture. This coating, also called V570, is defined as a

multifunction photopolymer layer that increases the photocur-
rent by 6% and increases the PCE up to 18.67% compared with
17.31% PCE of control devices. The optical properties of V570 are
well matched with PSCs’ device spectral response. It has an
absorption peak in the UV region (377 nm) and photoemission
in the visible region. The improvement in Jsc from 21.96 to
23.23mA cm�2 clearly shows the benefit of V570 and how it
helps with UV-to-visible light conversion. The stability measure-
ment of the device of control and the coating of the luminescent
polymer layer have been reported, for up to 6months. In the first
3 months, the devices were tested in argon (Ar) atmosphere and
for the next 3 months at outdoor conditions. In both conditions,
the devices were kept under UV light irradiation. The efficiency
of the DC layer-uncoated devices falls down rapidly within the
first month, whereas the coated luminescent polymer layer
device retained its PCE up to 80% of the initial performance
for 3months. Gheno et al.[184] introduced the
S-tetrazine (NITZ) molecule that contains polystyrene and
N-(2-(6- chloros-tetrazin-3-yloxy)ethyl)-naphthalimide. The molec-
ular structure of NITZ is shown in Figure 11a, where naphtha-
limide shows a good absorption coefficient and transferred
energy to tetrazine via Forster mechanism. The NITZ showed
favorable optical properties (Figure 11b) as a DC layer and has
excitation in the UV while shown photoemission in the visible
region. CH3NH3PbI3�xClx perovskite layer was deposited

Figure 11. a) The structure of NITZ molecule with its photophysical mechanism and b) the NITZ molecule optical properties with PSC spectral response.
Reproduced with permission,[184] Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. c) J–V curve of reported devices at different concentrations of NPB in PTAA HTL layer and
d) normalized PCE of control, and 2.5 wt%NPB devices for 25 days (under dark, RH40%). Reproduced with permission.[185] Copyright 2020, International
Solar Energy Society, Elsevier Ltd.
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between a TiO2/WO3 and spiro-OMeTAD layer during device fab-
rications. The NITZ-coated film was placed between incident light
and device during measuring the photovoltaic performance. It
does not influence the PCE, whereas helped to improve device
stability. Recently, Pathipati et al.[185] merged a fluorescent
N,N 0-di (naphtha-1-yl)-N,N 0-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB) organic
molecule into HTL that also worked as a DC layer. Poly (triaryl
amine) (PTAA) was used as polymeric HTL and the doping of
NPB into it improved the charge carrier lifetime, reduced voltage
losses, and enhanced cell stability. Moreover, the luminescent
organic molecules between the HTL and perovskite layer help
energy-level alignment for charge extractions as NPB has a deep
HOMO level (�5.4 eV) that is close to perovskite HOMO level
(�5.4 eV). This energy-level alignment also helped in improving
the Voc by reducing the voltage loss of 0.1 eV at the interface.
Figure 11c shows the J–V characteristics which were reported
at different concentrations of NPB and the optimized results were
obtained at 2.5 wt% NPB in the PTAA HTL layer. The device with
2.5 wt% NPB obtained a PCE of 18.23%, and the Jsc, Voc, and FF
were measured as 22.32mA cm�2, 1.06 V, and 76.7%, respec-
tively. These were the improved results than control device that
had PCE, Jsc, Voc, and FF of 15.18%, 19.76mA cm�2, 1.02 V, and
74.6%, respectively. The increase in Jsc, Voc, and FF is due to the
generation of additional charge carriers, energy band alignment,
and improved film morphology. Moreover, the NPB-doped devi-
ces also showed a significant improvement in stability, as shown
in Figure 11d. Therefore, in this case, slight doping of lumines-
cent molecules into the HTL layer can add many benefits to PSCs.

4. Current Challenges and Future Perspectives

The PSCs have a big drawback in terms of limited efficiency as
they aren’t sensitive to the complete incident spectrum of sun-
light. PSCs can utilize only a relatively small fraction of the solar
incident photons with energy matching with the characteristic
bandgap of the perovskite AL material. The demand to manage
the improvement of UV light stability and simultaneous
improvement in PSC performance are popular and still remain
an important challenge. The use of DC materials is one of the
approaches to improve the utilization of the incident spectrum.
Due to it, the need for solution-processable, photostable, and
cost-effective DC materials is increasing. Most of the lanthanide
DC material synthesis processes required high temperature, and
also their material availability on Earth are limited, which restrict
them for future applications. The development of nonlanthanide
DC materials can be an approach for future cost-effective device
applications. From the device point of view, most DC materials
have been applied to the front side of the transparent electrode as
it may be difficult to maintain when depositing other films, and
the additional deposition layer needs environmental protection
and leads to an increase in overall costs. The focus should be
needed to develop DC materials that can easily be doped in
the charge transport or perovskite photoactive layer. Moreover,
the future DC materials would need to have a dual-functional
properties, that is, the DC materials may work as a DC layer
and also facilitate charge carrier transport simultaneously.
Besides this, future focus will also be on utilizing the whole
incoming spectrum from IR to UV in photovoltaic devices.

The development of DC and UC mechanism by a single layer
would be beneficial from a cost and performance improvement
point of view. The implementation of UC and DC materials
together could be an efficient process to improve the stability
and efficiency of PSCs while also allowing for the reduction
in overall device cost. Several DC and UC compounds with good
energy transfer efficiency have been identified for solar
applications.[186–188] Similarly, materials with UV/IR absorption
and visible emission may be researched and prepared to improve
PSC efficiency. In terms of applicability, DC materials-based
devices excel in fields where UV and near-blue visible light
are not absorbed by photoactive layers. The UV radiation wave-
lengths emitted by Sun are classified as 100–280 nm (UV-C),
280–315 nm (UV-B), and 318–400 nm (UV-A). However, the
energy reaching the Earth is in the range of 290–400 nm, in
which the UV-C is entirely blocked by the ozone layer, and
UV-B is �90%, absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere.[189] There
is an abundance of UV radiation accessible in space. The
researchers are interested in exploring PSCs for space applica-
tions as space is devoid of oxygen and moisture, both of which
are known to be harmful to the performance of perovskite photo-
active layers.[190–192] Apart from it, space has a greater concentra-
tion of high-intensity UV light than on the Earth’s surface, and
the insertion of DC materials into the devices will be very useful
from the standpoint of improving PCE and stability.

5. Conclusion

The importance of photoconversion materials has been
highlighted in terms of improving the photovoltaic performance
of a variety of different PSCs and device architectures. In this
review, we have summarized the importance of DC materials
and their development for achieving spectral conversion in
PSCs. In conclusion, we focused on DC materials made of
lanthanides and nonlanthanides, their spectrum conversion
features, working phenomena, and recent advances in PSCs
for improving the stability and device performance. This review
may allow researchers working on the PSCs to developmore pho-
tostable devices and consequently help in future commercializa-
tion in an increasingly green energy market. DC layers not only
protect the devices from harmful UV light, but also modify the
incident light to improve photocurrent generation. Furthermore,
DC material doping in the CTL, or as a coating on top of it, could
enhance the morphology of the CTL films and change the CTL
energy-level band alignment. The morphology improvement
helps to reduce the recombination at the CTL interfaces and that
results in an enhancement of FF. The shifting of energy levels of
CTL impacts the Voc of the photovoltaic devices. By summarizing
data from all reported work of lanthanide and nonlanthanide-
based PSCs, it is clear that DC materials show huge impact
on device performance and stability. PSCs with Eu3þ are fre-
quently reported to exhibit an increase in efficiency and stability.
Moreover, the Eu3þ DC-based devices not only show long-term
UV light irradiation stability but also show stability in ambient
environment and deliver multifunction benefits to PSCs.
Recently researchers have focused toward replacing Eu3þ with
Sm3þ. Both show similar impact on improving device perfor-
mance; however, the Eu3þ based devices are much more stable
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under UV light irradiation and under ambient conditions. The
reason behind the improved device performance with Eu3þ is
the successful absorption of high-energy photons and their sub-
sequent conversion to more favorable low-energy photons. PSCs
also use yttrium, cerium, and terbium-based DC compounds,
although their performance and stability enhancement are not
as spectacular. Furthermore, their deposition techniques require
a complicated high-temperature and high-vacuum environment,
while Eu3þ- and Sm3þ-based compounds are solution process-
able. This is the primary prerequisite of a cost-effective
manufacturing approach. In nonlanthanide DC materials,
QDs are becoming increasingly popular for PSCs. It offers pre-
cise band tuning qualities as well as the ability to eliminate over-
lapping of the absorption and emission spectra. Likewise, ZnSe,
CdSe, carbon QDs, and GQDs have been implemented to
improve the PCE and stability of PSCs. Oxides and organic mol-
ecule nanophosphors have also contributed to increasing the Jsc
and PCE by more than 7–18% of its initial value and provided
additional stability to PSCs.
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